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Introduction,
Often those in power repeat that Democracy is not the best
type of government but nothing better has yet been found.
The way we see it is that the true Democracy has existed at
no point of time and no piece of land (same is valid for the true
Communism).
If there were Democracy (power of the people) there would
not have been 99% of poor persons that pay the bill for the 1%
of extra rich ones and that are forced to serve them in all
means.
The world’s injustice and the global inequity are the
abundant evidence that people’s power (Democracy) does not
exist at all.
According to us the most significant difference between
dictatorship and democracy is that the latter is fake.
While a fake dictatorship would not be able to maintain its
power, the fake democracy maintains its status exactly thanks
to the fakeness.
The so called Democracy was decisive for the humankind.
Until its appearance, the monetarism was still the instrument of
power. With the arrival of the democracy, monetarists got the
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actual power, while the formal power gradually became their
instrument of robbing the society.
Under democracies (the democratic regimes) the people are
constantly being lied to (like zombies) that they are ruling
themselves while the governing monetarists are consistently
ruling over them.
In fact, the true democracy is impossible under the
conditions of Global Monetarism and within a socio-cultural
system with Power-Subjects organization. (see edition
“Monetary Matrices” at http://sfera.zonebg.com/knigi.htm).
It is monetarism (materialism) that is at the basis of all
contemporary forms of government - from dictatorships to
democracies. The difference is that under dictatorships
materialism is coarse while under democracies it is diplomatic
and refined.
In this sense, democracy around the world is a sort of
Monetarist Democratorship, to mean a masked dictatorship of
the monetarism.
Undoubtful evidence of this is the forced and aggressive
imposition of the democracy around the world by the developed
monetarist regimes.
Under the conditions of Global Monetarism, parties become
monetarist slaves. Today the Left and the Right are only the two
hands of the modern monetarist regimes.
Corruption is called lobbying in the democratic states.
Stealing is defined as conflict of interests. The huge incomes
and taxes are hidden in the offshore zones. National, local and
other state works are the main means of robbing public funds.
The main criteria in order to establish the level of the so
called democratization of a state is the degree to which the big
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money (the rich) control the power. When monetarists control
the power it is said that there is democracy. When the power
controls the rich, it is said that the state is undemocratic.
All the rest is just a propaganda and PR of the monetarists
and of the powerful.
(Further we would refer to Democracy and Democratization
intending the Democratorship and the transitions towards it.)

The Democratic System
Definitely, under Democratorship, the process of detracting
the real resources from the subjects is refined to the utmost
degree. In this case, unlike in the case of dictatorships, is
evident a very multilateral pyramid of power.
Under dictatorships we see that a very small circle of
monetarists has taken over almost the entire power and all
resources, while under democracies there has been created a
very large scale (complex) structure for the cultivation of the
power and for the detraction of the resources from the subjects.
On the top of the pyramid are sitting a few monetarists, then
comes the layer of the empowered (the enforcement of the
state). Following are the operational and the infrastructural
officers (agencies) including the strategic and life saving ones.
In the developed monetarist democratorship, there are even
entire infrastructures which have been taken away from the
state. They are entirely private or are at least governed and
operated for a long period of time by private entities.
Lower in the pyramid are located all sorts of enterprises. The
business is the skeleton of the monetarist devise for the
creation and the deprivation of the actual resources from the
subjects. Here it is necessary to clarify that in case you are self
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employed you are only an entrepreneur. But when you hire
employees you are also becoming an exploitator.
On the lowest level of the democratic system are found the
monetarist slaves (workers and employees). They are actually
the ones who create resources and the goods, but are the ones
who benefit from them the least.
Under democratorships, the monetary slaves are constantly
drugged like zombies with the false belief that they could
become rich. This stable fraud is based on the general belief in
money, the market and the well being in some unclear future
moment.
While under communism, equality and social justice at some
“Bright future” are clearly unrealistic, under democracy the wellbeing and wealth are completely realistic. The higher is the
layer of the monetarist slaves towards the top of the pyramid,
the well-being and the wealth are actually increasing. On the
top of the democratic pyramid (democratorship) well-being and
wealth are at their highest levels.
The democratic pyramid distributed more sociocultural equity
than the dictatorship. From power point of view, the democratic
sociocultural system is more unstable, however, it creates
better conditions for layered internal social development.
The illusion of the future well-being is based on the
existence, even though highly improbable chance, that people
from lower social layer passes to a higher one.
However the number of the lucky ones becomes lower
moving up towards the highest layers of the pyramid, and finally
at the end are only a few individuals....
Along their democratorship way up, people inevitably realize
the hierarchy of the pyramid and become conscious of the fraud
of the democracy, but their material (monetary) thinking and the
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dependencies on the relevant level make them become part of
the democratic fraud.
Those moving up in the hierarchy are doing everything to
use the lower layers, but to serve the higher ones. They are no
longer monetary zombies, but have transformed into monetary
slaves, who consciously want and hope to become monetarists
some day.
Under the conditions of democracy (Monetarist
Democratorship) everything is evaluated and compared with
money. What cannot be bought with money costs a lot of
money - is what monetarists keep saying.

The Democratic Structure
Democratorship is a good environment for the development
of the Global Monetarism. That is exactly why today it imposes
its democratic ways all around the world.
In our book “Monetary Matrices”, we explained how back in
the ancient time the power got divided into social and religious,
in order to maintain the power fraud and the sustainable
extraction of resources from the subjects.
Within the democratic system the power was divided into
executive, legal and juridical for the same reason.
Imagine a three-sided pyramid. The so called three pillars of
the power are the three sides of the pyramid, and each one of
them has its own sub-pyramid hierarchic structure. They
mutually sustain each other and lead to the top. And there, on
the peak everything undoubtedly fuses.
Hold on, wasn’t the democratic pyramid made out of four
sides?
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Yes, it is, however, the fourth side is not the medias
(although it has been claimed that they are the fourth power),
but rather who stands behind it. Who pays the media’s
orchestra is the one who orders the music.
The power of the monetarists is more obvious and brutal
when impersonated and reflected by the behavior of the
different kinds of contemporary media, media clonings and their
transformations.
Under democratorships, you will see on the top, both
monetarists on powerful positions as well as greedy ambitious
individuals (career seekers) who became monetarists through
power.
The thick walls of this sociocultural pyramid are completely
isolating the democratic filling (the masses). The well being for
99% of the lower layer of the structure is only a virtual
kaleidoscope and remains an unreachable illusion of the
democratic market fairytale.
A statement by Jean-Jacques Rousseau supports this vision
of ours:
At the beginning of his famous piece of work on democracy
he says: “The man is born free and everywhere he is in chains”
while at the end he writes:
“If we take the term in its strict meaning, there has never
been a true democracy, and there never will be.”
Yes, this is not some sort of joke we are making. The father
of the democratic ideology says this in Chapter 4 in Volume 3 of
“The Social Contract”, entitled “For Democracy”.
Is there any need then that we speak about democracy,
considering that it is impossible within any sociocultural system
with the Power-Subjects organization.
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The answer comes from the magical meaning of the word
itself “Democracy”. This sense drugs the subjects (makes them
zombies of the matrix) to such an extent that they begin to live
with the illusion that they are the ones who govern. The problem
is that they have no one to govern over....
This is really a huge zombie-achievement, right?
In fact, under the conditions of the Global Monetarism is
seen a Monetarist Dictatorship (Democratorship), currently
covered under the format (the shell) of the Liberal democracy.
(Under socialism existed the Proletariat Dictatorship).
In fact, this is a Liberal Dictatorship while all other similar
models of democracies are some other sort of monetarist
dictatorships (Democratorships).

The Democratic Reality
In order to support this statement of ours, we will shortly
review who is governing in the European Union (EU).
Let’s take some medium size country member.
Is it true that its citizens are the ones who govern? Well, they
are not even deciding on the venoms that they eat, inhale, what
toxins they get in contact with and so on. Their entire
consumption is decided by the democratorship matrix.
People are so embedded in the matrix, that it is no longer
clear what is healthy and what is not, what is good and what is
bad. These zombied “rulers” have a very short list of human
rights and an infinite one of obligations.
The official government, however, is not granting even the
few written rights of its citizens. It uses them primarily to sustain
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their democratic trance as well as to demonstrate by all means
its “moral” superiority over the new democracies and the so
called undemocratic regimes.
However, the official government in this case (in the country)
is not the real power. This nominal power is a derivative and is
subjected to the one of the EU, the Banks (monetarists) and
NATO.
The recent case of the Greek crisis was a spectacular
revelation of the actual power. The so called Triple - the
International Monetary Fund, the European Central Bank and
the European Union - came forward.
These supranational structures are the ones who dictate the
state of the formal government and of the subjects of Greece
and the EU.
The situation of almost every state in this monetary project is
the same. At crisis the unformal government shows its greedy
monetarist teeth and the dependencies become absolutely
brutal and obvious.
In the countries outside of the EU the situation is similar, but
instead of the ECB comes in the World Bank, and instead of the
EU, steps in another monetarist / militarist national union,
transnational convention etc, under the guidance of NATO or
directly the global militarism of the USA.
And we should remind that in the USA there is the private
Federal Reserve, which dictates the internal and external
politics of the “Greatest democracy in the world”...
We do not intend to bore you with analysis of the USA, the
Federal Reserve, the International monetary fund, the World
Bank, NATO and other elements of the national (transnational)
monetarist / militarist puzzle of the Global Monetarism. Various
analysts of the globalization do that all the time.
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The Democratic Matrices.
To short - there is no people’s government (liberty) at the end
of the demomatrix tunnel.
We hope that you are becoming conscious that people’s rule
is not possible in a system with Power-Subjects organization.
The most naivete thing would be to believe in the fake
statement that the government and the structure of the
Democratic matrix are at your services.
Depending on where you are situated in the hierarchy of the
Democratorship matrix, you are entitled to different liberties.
The higher you are in the hierarchy, the more free you would be
and the more servants you would have under you.
And on the top are only the big monetarists. Through
monetarism they are robbing the reality created by the people
... and have basically privatized the democracy. (see “Monetary
Matrices” http://sfera.zonebg.com/knigi.htm).
In order to be truly free under the conditions of the
Democratic matrix, you should become monetarist. The bigger
monetarist, the freer you would be.
That is why the world development of the democracy
correlates very well with the development of the Monetarism.
The contemporary Global Monetarism needs the
corresponding Global Democracy.
The democratisation, separation and the balance of the
powers within the Democratic pyramid are necessary not only to
stabilise the systematic fraud, but also in order to ensure an
easier dominance of the monetarism over the formal
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government.
If monetarists are in control of the power, it is said that the
state is a democratic one.If the rich are under the control of the
state, it is considered undemocratic.

Military Tourism and the Exporting of Democracy
Nowadays, a conclusion that sticks out is that the states
which pretend to be the most democratic ones are also the
most military ones.
The phenomenon of the military tourism and the exportation
of democracy are closely related with the Monetary
Globalisation.
The question is from where do the USA, and its vassals,
take the democracy from in order to export it around the world,
considering that they don’t have it at home.
Can you think of at least one prospering with its imported
democracy (imposed democratisation) country? However, the
opposite is observed. The list of the democratically
americanised countries is quite long.
The facts show that the Global Monetarism needs militarism,
not only democracy.
In fact, for development of the democracies is examined
exactly the development of the monetarism.
In the developed democratorships we do not observe the
evolution of the peoples’ rule, but there is indeed a significant
development of the monetarism...
The advanced democracies regularly impose their will on the
underdeveloped ones... The advanced monetarism
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democratically subjects the less developed monetarist systems.
If the monetarist slavery does not work well, the next steps is
in the political ones (democratic). If last ones also faces an
independent government (leaders with a free will), then arrive
steps in the militarism of the global monetarists for the sake of
the global democratisation.
The results are visible and terrible all around the world.
Not without a reason comes up the question - Whose
democracy gets imposed with force? The one of the newly
democratised people(s)? The one of the old democratized
people(s)?
The answer is just one - Solely and only the one of the
Global monetarists. Until now there has not been a democracy
for none of these peoples.
The so called Democracy has always been destined only for
the elite. Everybody else, including the state officials (those
endowed with power) are subjects to them in the democratic
system.

The Monetary Cycles
The democracy and the monetarism worship the private
property. Everything that is public as well as the society itself in
this sociocultural system, obeys the rich private owners.
Generally, in the mentality of the people is imposed the dogma
that the private goes along with the entrepreneurship, which on
its hand is the only carrier of development.
Our opinion is that the largest projects are always financed
with public funds. But there are no great private projects for the
common good.
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Thus, dear democracy lovers, the human evolution is divided
into private and public. Under the conditions of Monetarist
Democratorship, the social evolution is always subjected by the
private interests.
Here it is needed to spare a few words on the mechanism of
the monetarisation even of the innovations.
When a new brilliant idea (or some fundamental discovery)
comes up in the head of someone, inevitably it is opposed by
the ideological status quo (the established paradigms) and by
the lack of personal funds for its realisation.
With lots of hard work and deprivations, the talented person
sometimes manages to develop his idea. He is ready to do
everything in the name of development itself.
If he manages to realise his project, he becomes visible for
the monetarists.
Firstly, they evaluate if there is money in the new object. If
they smell profits they could invest in the further realisation of
the project, under enslaving conditions.
Even when everything has been done to maintain financial
independence of the innovative enterprise, sooner or later
(through the various monetary tricks incorporated in the matrix)
comes the time when the development becomes suppressed by
the strive for profits.
At a certain point, every technologic structure is no longer
developmental (progressive) but a monetarist one (regressive).
That is how, even a brand new enterprise sooner or later
sink in the monetary cycles and becomes an instrument for
gaining money. Things start being done with the priority of
making profit, not in the name of development.
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Under the conditions of monetarism, the strive for the
common good (development) is inevitably democratically
subjected to the private interest.

The Ideal of the Democrats
According to us, the meaning of life is not to acquire the
Universe, but to become conscious of it...
The materialists (monetarists), however, do not have the
spiritual capacity to realize this. They see the human
development firstly as material acquisitions and absorption.
The democratorship guarantees them what we observe
today as a materialist bacchanalia.
Here the material property is intouchable until the end of
times. However, the authors’ rights are limited by term (about 50
years after the death of the author).
The fundamental inequity between the material and the
intellectual property is embedded at the basis of the philosophy
of the monetarist democrats. They absolutise exactly the
material and the monetary.
Everything under the conditions of the Monetarist
Democratorship is measured by money. Even people
themselves are no exception. They are being treated as human
capital, human resources, human factor and so on.
Democrats constanly zomb you out that everything is a
market...
They repeat until you get crazy, that in order to succeed you
need to know how to sell yourself.
How we see it, is that the most important thing for your
spiritual evolution is not to sell yourself and not to surrender...
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Otherwise, you will become just a monetary merchendise ...
even if it is a luxury one.
Be always aware of those who want to buy you!
Later, the least would be to trade you off...

The Democratic Truth
Every existing ideology is a mental matrix.
Inevitably, along the process of human development there
comes a time, when these mental matrixes become dogmatic.
Even though, in the beginning they were progressive for the
humankind, inevitably there comes a point at which they begin
to hinder its future development.
Communism and Democracy, in their substance, are
unrealistic mental matrixes (utopia). However, both ideologies
pretend to be unmistakable and eternal. Communism initiated
the Socialist regimes, while Democracy produces
Democratorships around the world.
Communism is based on idealism (equality and justice),
while Democracy - on materialism (well being and wealth).
However, reality is dualistic...
When someone insists that his mental matrix is the truth, he
is surely at least trying to fool you.
Only the Almighty knows what truth and justice are.
Good thinkers could show you the way towards the truth,
however would leave you find it on your own.
Bad thinkers, would give you directly their truth and would
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insist (repeat over and over again), that it is the only one.
Democrats do exactly this with religious blaze in his eyes.

The Democratic Myth
There are many different democratic myths, but here we will
look only at the one which is fatal detrimental to the humankind.
This is precisely the myth that once democrats get the
power, democracy exists (the people’s rule).
The system of Power-Subjects itself is the antipod of the
Democratic idea.
The democrats who have come into power, in the best case
scenario, would establish a Democratorship (democratically
masked monetarist dictatorship), and in the worst scenario - a
true dictatorship (a totalitarian regime).
Monetarists do not really care if the power comes in a
totalitarian or democratic shell. For them what really matters is
that they are controlling the power to serve them.
The historical background shows that when democracy
endangers their control, they call in service totalitarianism and
vice-versa.
Until now, nowhere and never has there been a Democratic
power. Power has and will always been undemocratic!
Under the conditions of Global Monetarism, the actual power
is always in the hands of the monetarists.
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Democratic Human Sacrifices
In order to maintain the social hypnosis and their zombies,
democrats need to have their rituals and sacrifices
(demonstrations).
Naturally, someone needs to get punished when the
democratorship fails.
The sacrifices are always easy to find both within and
outside the system.
The military tourism and the exportation of the Democracy
are only the peak of this democratic bacchanalia.
The unjustly, but entirely democratically charged, convicted
and punished people around the world are many.
Before being ritually sacrificed (for propaganda purposes),
the victims are sanctified and demonised.
In some countries this practice is more regular, but generally
sacrifices are made before and after elections.
This makes it absolutely clear that these democratic theaters
are cult rituals of the power.
Since there is no bread, the least the people can get is a
great show.

The Democratic Cult
The cult in the so called democracies (Democratorships) is
towards the Golden Bull.
Besides that, very often the democratic leaders exalt
themselves and pretend to be the ultimate democratic authority.
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They strive to tighten the democratic structures and
institutions and to impose a very strict democratic discipline.
They preach and insist that the democratic ideology is the
only truth around the globe. Sometimes they selfdeify and start
to want worship. Also spread around rumors for their
extraordinary abilities and other sorts of psycho bla bla bla.
The arrogant leaders claim that after them comes the end of
the order and connect the rigidity of the regime with the stability
of the democracy.
They abruptly intervene to the other democratic powers and
influence them in a non democratic way.
They wash your brains so that you believe that in order to be
a true democrat, you should never consider an alternative to
their democracy (Democratorship).
Democrats are often undemocratic towards everyone who
does not belong to their group of democrats.
According to them it is only democracy that brings truth and
freedom, while everything else is lies and slavery...
Within the Democratic matrix all known religious and cult
techniques are used in order to increase the democratic herd.
Finally, everything within democracy is at the expense of the
demos by the will of the Golden Bull.

The Democratic Fanatics
Those who believe in the democracy without any reserves
are democratic fanatics. Those who are conscious of the fraud
of the Democratorship and produce fanatics, are democratic
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fundamentalists.
The democratic fanatics bare personality deformations, lose
their identity and suffer from paranoia (just like the fanatics of
Satan sects and Demon cults).
In many cases, those who participate in sects claim that they
are afraid to leave it because of fear from the outside world.
A great percentage of the democrats claim that they are not
afraid even of terrorist attacks, while actually they are shivering
from fear.
Naturally the question comes up - which are the greater
fanatics ... sect members or the democrats.
When one wants to leave a sect, one gets threatened by its
members.
If one wants to run away from the Democratorship, one gets
discredited, claimed mad, threatened physically and
economically harassed.
In order to block your thinking, the sect would cover you with
religious information, whereas in democratorships people get
overloaded with democratic information.
In both cases we are talking about predominantly negative
information. Sects talk about sins and punishments, while
democratorships talk about crimes and punishments...
The sect obsession is based on controlling two main
complexes - behaviors and emotions, and information and
thinking.
Democratic obsession takes place in the same way.
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Power Within Democratorships
There is no people’s power even when those in power are
from the people (“People’s guy”)! The power within the system
of Democratoship is never held by the people! Even in the
presence of the state of law, division of powers and fair
elections, the people remains always a subject never a ruler!
The fact that sometimes the public is given the chance to
choose his own ruler, does not make him the ruler. The choice
of who is to govern does not mean governing, but indeed
choosing to be governed (self enslavement).
On the other hand we are all familiar with the abundant
rituals of turning power in... However, they only show us that the
people is not participating at all. The power gets turned in by
the old rulers to the new ones.
Not even for a second is the power given to the people! The
latter (even within the ritual) is a subject.
If the power is to be taken over by a Revolution or another
non peaceful scenario, there are no rituals at all when it is tuned
in.
That is why, brothers and sisters, the people has never
achieved the true democracy (people’s rule).
The socio-cultural system, since the dawn of the humankind,
has always been from the type Power-Subjects.
However, democracy (Democratorship) is the best fraud that
has been used in order to keep the people subordinate, that
leaves them with the hypnotic impression, that he is in power.
The rest of the power systems do not pretend to allow for
people’s rule. It is only the Democratorship that declares to
have achieved the people’s rule and that the systems guarantee
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freedom, equality and justice.
We have already discussed the freedom. Under
Democratorships only those on top of the pyramid are entitled
to it.
Equality is impossible under the conditions of monetarism
since it contradicts the essence of monetarism. The illusion of
some equality among all people in front of the law breaks into
pieces everyday in front of the continuous revelations for the
illegal and obscene actions of those in power. The people has
said it - “for the millions there are no laws, for the chicken is no
forgiveness.
On the other hand justise is only granted by the Almighty there is no justice in any power system.
However, Democratorship is turning us into zombies, making
us believe that the accumulation and the concentration of the
resources among few people is just and that this is exactly what
lays the basis of the development of the humankind.

The Masks of Power
Luckily the masks of power fall every day. More and more
people realise that politicians are only servants of the Global
monetarists.
The contemporary politicians are only a modern PR product
to cover up for the real power.
The latter pays for the creation and the launching of its
political products, quite similar to how it distributes the other
products on the market.
The most significant difference in this case is that the
consumer does not only have to choose the particular political
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project, but has to also leave the sensation that the consumer
himself has participated in the formation of this product.
Democratorship is impossible without a good political
masquerade. Demozombication is hard without a global
democratic fraud.
Democracy, as Communism, is an utophy. So that it exists
and develops, just like under socialism, internationalization
(globalisation) is needed.
That is how the attention of the masses gets distracted from
the local problems and turned to the global ones.
However, the problem is always one and the same monetarism (materialism). (see "Monetary Matrices" http://
sfera.zonebg.com/knigi.htm).
If some day the Earth is to be totally globalised by the
monetarism, then it would transfer its problems out in the Solar
system, then in the galaxy and so on.
It is the system of mental camouflage that requires this. With
good global masking, the local one becomes way easier.
The greater part of the global masquerade is purely mental
(vitrual). The same complex of mental matrixes constantly goes
around in all possible formations and transformations according
to the changing local conditions.
If one is to analyse the democratic media content, one will
get convinced right away that this is exactly the case.
Using the copy-paste technique is obvious and the usage of
modified old photos and videos, often creates a comic situation
or a collision.
The media is in fact the stealth technology of the democratic
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masquerade. It is to constantly cover up for the real power so
that it remains invisible for the demozombies.

Double Standards
The essence of the stealth mask, however, is not the medias
itself, but rather the double mental matrixes, introduced and
imposed by it.
The latest world events give us the suitable example with the
definition “Peaceful jihadists”. This is the greatest achievement
of the western hypocrisy. The double standards and the fraud
are the basis of all levels of the organization of
Democratorships.
It is not possible to compare unequal things. It is not possible
to equalise non equal things. It is not possible to compate
incompatible things.
This is unfair and limits and distorts the development.
But now, let’s go back to the term “Peaceful jihadists”. To us
this sounds not much different from “Humanitarian killers”.
It is also very modern to speak about “Transnational
democracy”....
Well, how is it possible to have a “Transnational democracy”
since transnational people (demos) not exists... The
transnational democracy is the Transnational democratorship of
the Global monetarism.
This type of double standard of the values is regularly taking
the place of the universal standard for human relationships
within the western societies.
The purpose of the monetarists is to blur the ideas about
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what is good and what is bad, what is normal and abnormal, so
that nothing be saint and sacred remains, also even life itself.
The only thing that should remain sacred is the Golden Bull
and the Monetarist cult.
Who rejects them always will be claimed like enemies of the
democracy, terrorists, fundamentalists, extremists, and so on.

Unified Standards
Imposing the some unified standards by the developed
democratorships on the less developed ones, in its essence is
an economic, technological, scientific and others, multilateral
enslavement and limitation of their future development.
Every kind of a standard is a sort of a limit. Without a doubt
the limits should be different for the different kinds of societies
according to their degree of development.
On the other hand, those who have created and are
imposing the standard, have thought again on how to apply it in
two ways, always so that they win.
This is a sort of a standardized enslavement. In terms of
ecology, the tragic examples for standardized inequality are the
most outrageous ones.
The ecologic bill is again being paid by the poor.

Democratic Vocabulary
A special Democratic vocabulary has been developed for the
purposes of mass manipulation and demozombication. In this
case everything democratic has a different meaning from the
rest (the undemocratic). The techniques used are like
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religious... What is democratic (divine) is strictly differentiated
from the undemocratic (diabolic). The world is posterized. The
good and the bad shine with a polar democratorship light.
All of this is very serious. Democrats never joke around with
their democratic values and the democracy itself, the way some
charismatic dictators do with themselves or with their regime.
Half of the democratic values turn out to be Democratorship
vices and twisted practices. And all of them are democratically
entangled within the new language (mental operational system),
which gets installed in the brains of the little ones starting from
the kindergarten.

The Consensus
The difference between the totalitarian will and the
democratic consensus is as large as the distance between the
land and the sky, although the scope of both regimes is to
subject and control the people.
Both totalitarian will and democratic consensus produce
governmental decisions and execute so that the subjects are
controlled. The democratic consensus, just like the totalitarian
will, does not work for the interest of the demos. The people is
subjected, best case scenario, to a power consensus. The latter
is always favoring the monetarists, that control the power.
The people is always the one who suffers and pays the bill,
even when the same is consensual.
The consensus is a real treasure, but it is not your treasure.

The Immunity
The immunity of those in power is supposed to protect the
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socially useful politicians from pressures harmful to the society
and applied by other authorities and rulers.
In practice, however, the immunity protects the rulers
primarily from the anger of the people, from the justice and from
the rule of law. It is precisely the corruption that takes a
maximum advantage of the immunity.
Who is corrupt does not reveal corruption (Dog does not eat
dog, as people say). This is the fundamental omerta of power.
Besides the fact that those in power are not persecuted for
minor crimes, they become basically unreachable also for the
major ones.
This double usage of immunity distorts the democracy from
above.
Practically in every democracy, as long as you have lots of
money you can buy immunity.

Democratic Discretisation
Democracy is discreting the society. The multiple parties, the
endless competition and the various ethnic groups are all in
favor of the power. When people are divided they are more
vulnerable and easier to govern.
The majority of normal people are treated with the so called
“Positive discrimination”. This is to mean that in the name of the
Democratorship they do not only have to put up with
scandalous and twisted behaviors of the democratorship’s
minorities, but also to grant them privileges.
The essence of the democratorship rule is the governance
through fraud and division.
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Self governance and Governance
Each one of us practices self governance (self control),
which is something completely different from being governed.
Each power system has a hierarchic structure. It organizes
its rule through institutionalization.
The institutions are the temples of each governance. From
the beginning you are placed in a subordinated position.
If you are democratically compatible, you are allowed also
some sort of self governance within the democratic frame.
This is what democrats call freedom and human rights. This
freedom has nothing to do with the possible freedom within the
reality.

Civil Society
How we see it is that if there were to exist a true civil society,
there would have been a true democracy as well.
The nongovernmental sector now is a cover up field mainly
for the corporative, intelligence, special and global structures.
Their purposes are to control the people initiatives coming
from below while some of their behind-the-curtains games can
be presented as initiatives coming from the people....
The independent, true citizen organizations are naturally
isolated due to the lack of funds and media coverage.
However, if such organizations manage to develop
somehow, they are completely limited to the local area and
lifestyle.
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Only the little and insignificant themes are tolerated, while
the important social ones are silenced and hidden.
The bold citizens (people’s) organizations and their initiatives
get discredits and demonized from their very birth.
It is sufficient to follow the money flows within the Civil
society in order to understand how citizen's it is.

The Secret Societies
Everyone has his secrets. It is a matter of psychology.
However, what is that pushes people to form secret societies?
The formation itself of the society means sharing the secret
(illumination). Which means that the secret is no longer a real
secret. What becomes secret is the society.
If the secret societies are aimed against the system (against
the rule), the secrecy is completely logical and comprehensible.
What are, however, the other secret societies, those who
pretend to be the foundations of the society and even the basis
of the system...
Some societies are so secret that they even hide who are
their members.
History has shown that slowly, with many difficulties, even
painfully, but yet after time come to light a bad secret things.
The good is for the public and there is no reason to hide it
within secret societies. The good, in a way, is social
phenomenon.
The evil is against the public and should be hidden from the
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public eyes. In its essence it is an antisocial phenomenon.
Where the secret societies are outlawed, the system PowerSubjects become dependent of them and they become over the
law...
You should always be careful when the rulers say they do not
have a choice!
This is either a terrible lie, or there is another (secret) power
over them....

Planned Termination
During the Great depression in the USA was born the idea of
the so called “Planned termination (Limited usage)”. The scope
of this was to make the products non durable (perishable), so
that the same get to be constantly produced...
Although the effort to impose this with a law failed, the
principle of the limited usage was gradually accepted and
incorporated by the business.
As time passed, goods became less and less durable and
soon after the guarantee ended they became even unusable.
Soon occurred a large spectrum of good for single use...
Of course, the purpose was to increase the production and
the profits for the business.
Similar is the situation in the sector of services. There you
shall be offered half hollow packages on attractive prices, which
however require a long term commitment.
Even health care system does not aim to recover your
health, but to take your money. That is why you shall be ill for a
long time.
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The principle of the limited usage of the Global monetarists
discretise your life, in order to synchronize the economy and to
escalate the profits for the business.
However, this does not include at all the flat out frauds and
the sell of all sorts of packages without contents.
According to the monetarists the life of the people under
Democratorship is dedicated to the economic (monetarist)
usage.

Distortion of Development
The human does not need much for his existence. Much
more is need for his realization...
When you see palaces, yachts, airplanes, choppers,
cabriolets, limos and other civilized goods of some extremely
rich person, you should be certain that he does not need all of
this for his existence, but indeed for his realization...
It is precisely this accumulation and concentration of material
goods and resources, as an expression of the realization, which
creates a very dangerous type of distortion of the human
development.
In its essence, the accumulation is deprivation from the
social cycle of one part of the reality, which was created by the
society, and its limiting caused by the whims and distorsions of
a few ultra rich people.
That is how the access to the reality of the society itself gets
limited and its future is blocked for the future development.
People need approximately the same amount of resources
for their existence. Which means that they should be relatively
equal in their life styles.
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The inequality among people should apply only to their
mental development, i.e. in relation only to what the mind
creates and leaves as a heritage to the social mind (the
society).
Unfortunately, since the existence of socio-cultural systems
from the Power-Subjects type, the human development is
distorted in favor of the power. Those who produce the
recourses and the goods (material and nonmaterial ones), are
permanently robbed.
That is how the power deprivated from the social cycle a
huge part of the reality, necessary for the human development.
(see books Mental Matrices and Monetary Matrices http://
sfera.zonebg.com/knigi.htm).
History shows that the progressive development of the
humankind occurred despite the power, not thanks to it!!
Essential of the power is conservative and always strives to
maintain the status quo, no matter what.
Even when the power acts to help society develop, these
actions are also in favor of the power itself.
Despite the power, the humanity keeps developing
progressively, because development itself is set forth in the
Fundamental law of the Universe.
The development is the fundamental process within the
reality, including within us as humans, and no power could stop
it in any way.
The historical development of the humankind is the categoric
proof of this.
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Existence and Realization
The family is formed by those born and the family bonds.
The tribe is formed by the social bonds.
The state is formed by the common interests.
The empire is formed by the common greed.
The globalism on a monetarist (market) basis is formed by
their distortion...
We are globalists, but we do not see the global progressive
development as a Universal monetarist empire with common
market and a virtual means of payment.
When the realization of a few endangers the existence of the
majority, the revolution steps in...
All revolutions around the world have occurred under
conditions of accumulated extreme differences within the social
structure Power-Subjects...
The distorted feedback within the economic (monetarist)
logic leads to extreme inequality and extreme injustice...
When the latter two are combined, the conditions become
socially explosive. Each new inequality and / or injustice could
cause a revolutionary explosion. The explosions also in this
environment are destructive and lethal.
The socio-cultural explosions usually spread away also a
great part of those who have survived.
History shows that the distortions and the spiritual devolution
always lead to an actual degradation.
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The realization of the few should not endanger the existence
of the majority.

Ideals and Reals
Until now no one has managed to conquer the world, but nor
yet someone has managed to liberate it...
All attempts to conquest the world have crashed against the
free spirits of the peoples.
All attempts until now for liberation have been soaked with
blood by the rulers or the liberators have transformed into the
new enslavers (rulers). The absolute power and the absolute
freedom are an utopy, just like the Communism and the
Democracy.
Within the system from the Power-Subjects type, the human
liberty is always relative to the power.
Those rulers who speak about freedom are nothing but
brutal liars.
Starting from the Law of the jungle up to the
Democratorship, it is the power that exploits the people (the
subjects) in order to benefit from them.
When the power system is from an inferior type, the force
that is used to rule and control the people is always more.
The more the system is from a superior type, the more the
fraud is used to rule and control the people.
Under Democratorships the fraud is so advanced that it turns
the subjects into zombies who believe that they are the one that
rule.
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The Democratic Diversions
Democratorships will first poison you and make you ill, to
cure you afterwards.
Will make you depressed, in order to comfort you later....
Will upset you, and will cheer you up later...
Will first separate you, and will unite you later...
Will tell you lies, and will later teach you to be wise...
And all of this only so that it can control you, because of the
profits of the ultra rich and the subtraction of the reality from the
people.
The democratorship will also create wars, in order to impose
its democratic peace...
It will destroy the infrastructure, so that democrats could
rebuild it...
Will block the production of natural deposits, so that it can
monopolize them...
Will pollute the nature, so that it can clean it up later...
Will destroy the flora and fauna, in order to protect them...
Will make you doubt, confuse and disorient you mentally...
Will enslave you within the democratic matrix, so that it can
liberate you....
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The Democratic Perversions
The Democratorship is ready to accept all kinds of
perversions and to ignore the normality for the sake of the
greed and the cult towards the money.
If you worship the Global Monetarism, more and more of
your vices and twisted habits could be legitimized and made
legal.
The law shall protect you from the normal majority. That is
how twisted minorities and micro societies get tolerated at the
expense of the normal majority.
The latter is always more and more torn apart and actually
discriminated to benefit certain twisted minorities.
In this process what is usually extremely important is the
education about the so called others or differents...
Brain washing of zombies gets to the point to which the
distortions get accepted and the evil becomes something
different, just another thing.
If the Almighty has determined us to be men or women, than
changing one’s gender is a distortion of our biological normality.
Coupling with animals, homosexuality and pedophilia are
essentially unnatural.
If genetically we are a human species, cloning and
transgenic experiments are genetic distortions.
Lately the problems caused by GMO become ever more
recurrent and apocalyptic...
The monetarist-consumer exploitation of the resources on
our planet leads the humankind towards an unavoidable
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Ecologic catastrophe.
The monetarist way of thinking is harmful for the
development of the mind and destructs gradually the foundation
of the human existence.
The perversions are for the richs and also quite expensive
(bring more money) and that is why they are tolerated with a
priority by the Monetarist democratorship.

Democratic Ethno-Engineering
If the business needs slaves, it will find its way to get them.
If the country lacks slaves, it will import them from abroad.
It is not a coincidence that the growth of America is signed
by the enslavement of Africa...
This democratory ethno-engineering becomes more and
more refined as time passes.
Nowadays, we do not speak about slavery, but about
economic migration and multiculturalism...
Time has shown that the Multiculturalism is not only unstable
without the realization of the mental matrixes and the respective
mental integration, but even destabilizing and dangerous.
The democratic ethno-engineering is completely established
by the monetarism. Its initiators do not care whether it shall
cause a multicultural interaction. Their purpose is strictly to
refresh the human resources needed for their greedy economy.
The history proves that the democrats and the democracy
are perfectly fine even in the presence of slaves and slavery.
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In case no internal slaves are to be found, it is always
possible to get them from outside.
It is not a coincidence that in the new democracies people
say that they feel enslaved by the money of the liberators.
The monetary enslavement is the slavery of the modern
times.

The Democratic State
According to the norm, it is the state that has to protect the
social interest. Basically it steps on the so called Social
contract...
In reality, however, the state has as a priority to protect the
interest of the rule.
Since, within democracies it is the monetarists that hold the
power, it is normal that the state serves their interests.
In most of the cases the interests of the monetarists are
antisocial, unpublic and even anti human.
That is how in practice the state plays the part of an
antisocial structure, which blocks the development of the
society to benefit the governance (those empowered and the
monetarists).
Meanwhile, the power is constantly propaganding that it gets
from the rich and gives to the poor.
In fact, the state takes from everybody, gives a little to the
poor, and the rest is absorbed in different ways by the rich.
The state of the Democratorship is characterized also by the
discrimination against the majority for the benefit of a few
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chosen and sometimes even perverted minorities.
In addition, it also increasingly suppresses the national in
favor of the global.
The democratic state is an important structural element from
the Global monetarist puzzle.

The Digital Democratorship
All your data, collected for whatever reason, through
whatever means, serve more and more the Digital
Democratorship....
The purpose is to inform the government about you, what
you do, what you buy and who are you with. That is how it is
easier for them to predict, manipulate and control you.
Our environment is now flooded with video cameras and
microphones. Everyone has a smart phone with all sorts of
known and unknown extras for communication, localization,
payments and so on.
Slowly, you personal space gets completely digitalized and
controlled.
Hackers demonstrate constantly what are the possible abuse
with the people within the digital world.
Think for an instance, however, what is the entire capacity of
the power within a digitally controlled life environment...
The ideal for the Global monetarist is the total digitalization
of the monetary means combined with the obligatory installation
of a chip for the entire population.
Within your personally implanted microchip shall be reserved
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not only all your personal data, but also your digital money.
That is how the control and following of all money shall
become synchronized, as well as the people’s brains...
In case someone has an anti matrix behavior, his chip shall
be switch off from the Monetary matrix.
Yes, we are living in a matrix of brutal monetarist virtual
unreality.

The Virtual Unreality
(see Appendix)

Virtual Threats
The available real threats are not sufficient for the
Democracy. It needs also virtual ones in order to maintain and
enforce its power and to increase the profits for the Global
monetarists.
It shall be hard for you to imagine just how many new
diseases have come upon the humankind precisely during the
democratic regimes...
The point is to make diseases chronic, while illnesses dure
for many years and even for a lifetime.
On the other hands, nowadays even slight discomforts, not
sicknesses, are claimed as illness in order to multiply the profits
for the pharmafia.
After the health needs come various virtual ones, with which
you get bombarded and brain washed from the TV (and other
medias) with almost every advertisement.
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The creation of the virtual needs within the mentality of the
people has become an inseparable part of the ever less real
contemporary products.
More and more ceilings, basements and garages are full with
all sorts of hollow products filled with inhuman virtual needs....
The other huge evil are the virtual risks. Do you know where
do the multimillion profits of insurance companies come from?
From you fears, of course. The latter are constantly nurtured
by planting all sorts of possible virtual risks.
At the end, there are coming the virtual enemies. The
biggest experts in terrorism are the Special Forces
themselves...
The real and the virtual terrorists often are their production.
What a great fraud....
While we are said to live in a Transnational democracy the
world is full of democratic wars and conflicts.
While the National democracies are said to be progressing,
more and more from the demoses are deprived their rights for
their own good and always for the sake of democracy.
Even the Local democratic entities strive to cut off your
democratic rights for the sake of democracy.

The Transnational Democracy
The transnational democracy is a Global fraud.
There is no Transnational demos (people). Thus, there is no
way it could exists a Transnational democracy without the
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respective demos....
The transnational structures are entirely monetarist and
globalist.
What is worse, however, is the Global monetarists do
everything they can in order to transform the peoples into
amorphous transnational demos.
All globalists’ NGOs work towards this goal in all possible
means.
The so called Open society undermines the national and
glorify the global in all dimensions.
It smashes the family, ethnic, national and traditional values
through different kinds of global vices and perversions.
The youngsters are already educated to be citizens of the
World and loyal monetarist followers.
Their God is the Golden Bull, and their cult is the Global
Monetarism.
The material bacchanalia is their ideal in life.
While on the top of the Open society stands a Closed club...

The Democratic Minorities
In order to obtain democratization is necessary a constant
division and tearing apart of the society, putting in contrast the
separate parts....
According to Rousseau “..... there is no government that
suffers civil wars and internal conflicts as much as the
democratic or the people’s rule...”
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The division of the people is fundamental in democracy. If
there is not thesis and antithesis, there is no democracy. If in a
case, the people are to be united, it shall no longer be
democratic.
In order to avoid such an event, the power gets aid from the
minorities. According to the theory of the so called “Rights for
minorities”, it can be concluded that every individual is a
minority on his own. No one can define, determine and regulate
exactly how many people constitute a specific minority...
Minorities have all possible shapes and forms.

The Monetarist Globalization
The Globalization imposed from the top, even under the
conditions of Democratorship, is doomed to failure. In its
essence, it is not much different from the dictator’s invasions
and colonialism from the past. At the end, the point is to impose
globally one, unitary power over the subjects.
Nowadays, this is the power of the Global Monetarists under
the conditions of Global Democratorship....
Globalism has started to fail thanks to the crash of the
Multiculturalism.
The monetarist, the economic and the social integration are
not enough for a Global society.
The Multy-culty model, without the conscious realization of
the mental matrixes and without mental integration, is
impossible.
It is unable to originate the necessary multicultural
interaction.
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The contemporary globalism is nothing more than a Global
Monetarism.
On its own, the monetarism is an unstable type of mental
matrix.
On the other hand, each kind of nationalism is based on
some sort of stable national idea, not on monetarism.
It has been historically proven that behind the nationalisms
stand the most durable and stable mental matrixes.
The real Global society can be achieved only through mental
integration within one real democratic socio-cultural system

The Monetarist Democratorship
The Universe is dualistic. It has two fundamental forces: the
Absolute Gravity (AG) and the Absolute Entropy (AE).
The fundamental forces polarize all Qualitative Detachments
(QD) and determine their development in the Reality.
The Absolute Entropy has a slight dominance over the
Absolute Gravity. The disbalance between AE and AG is
extremely small, but still enough to determine the arrow of the
time and the global energy-informational development of the
Universe.
(see our publications on http://research.zonebg.com/)
The material (monetarist) development is the accumulation
of material (monetary) assets. In its essence it is a gravitational
type of development, which stripes off the reality from the
people. Thus, they are forced to pay to monetarists every thing,
which nature has given to them.
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Nowadays, we are paying a very high price for the drinking
water. Soon we shall be forced to pay the air we breathe.
The material concentration of resources is antinatural and
has benefits only for a few. It is in contrast with the Absolute
Entropy and limits the development of the majority.
The Monetarist Democratorship is not a democracy at all and
has an inhuman and unnatural essence.
Under the conditions of a real democracy, the people would
have never deprived itself from the goods of the nature, nor
from the fruits of human development.

Entropy-Gravitational Cycles within the Human Development
(see Appendix)

The Democratic Empires
The contemporary Monetarist Democratorships are vassals
of the Global Monetarism. The first to become relatively
globalized were money itself and the monetary relationships
(see book Monetary Matrices http://sfera.zonebg.com/
knigi.htm).
However, this type of globalization does not bring freedoms
to the humankind, but indeed it enslaves it. The democratic
empires shall maintain their expansion and shall impose the
status quo of the Global monetarism with more and more
difficulties.
The West does not possess the potential and the capacity to
“swallow” the East. America is not capable of “swallowing”
Eurasia.
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The exploitated (monetarist enslaved) humankind begins to
realize the monetary matrixes.
The import / export of Democracy (the Monetarist
Democratorship) and of the Military tourism, shall become
harder and harder.
More and more shall the freedom-loving societies fight for
their independence.
The formation of an Eastern monetarist block from the social
type, is already evident, which is to counteract the Western
private (globalist) monetarism.
The oppressed societies do not want to pay the bills of the
Global monetarists (the handful of world’s extra rich) any more.
Undoubtedly, the Multiculturalism and the Globalism
(imposed from the top) are failing.
The Monetary Democratorship is already in a crisis. The Old
world’s order is no longer able to maintain the global monetarist
status quo.
Freedom is a part of the essence of the people. Despite how
long they have been lied to, they now begin to realize that the
so called democracy is not their freedom. The imposed
Monetarist Democratorships around the world obviously are not
their liberation...
The newly “liberated” countries are the proof of this. Their
peoples soon realize that the Dictatorship has been replaced by
Democratorship and start to fight. There are some fighters that
never leave the battle.
At this point, it is difficult to say what type of a government is
to replace the Monetarist Democratorships, however there is no
doubt that the Democratic empires shall become victims of the
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new barbarians. The latter always worship freedom.
Nowadays, however, these are to be found everywhere,
even within democratorships themselves.
Fortunately, the global informational network is not yet
enslaved by the monetarists. Through it, the ideas about
freedom, reach the peoples brainwashed by the
democratorships.
Nowadays, people start walking from the East to the West
searching for money and material goods, while they walk from
the West to the East searching for spirituality and
enlightenment.
Without any doubt, each empire conquers another nation in
order to enslave it. No matter what the degree and the type of
enslavement, the enslaved always serve the masters.
Today, the Democratic empires monetarily enslave the newly
“liberated”. There is not a grater global slavery in the world’s
history, than the monetary one.
The monetarist slavery deprives you from everything,
including from a free future development. The latter is limited by
the Monetary matrixes, imposed by the Global monetarists.
In general, the power is an antipode of the democracy. All
governors are in reality anti democrats. They exercise their
power in the name of the people, but more precisely upon the
people.
The Democratic empires also do this, but on a regional or on
a global scale. They impose democracy on you, in order to rule
also over your nation. Replacing one power with another one is
not and cannot be democracy!
On the other hand, at least half of the Western
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(Democratorship) values are twisted vices and obscenities.
Under the conditions of the Monetarist Democratorship,
perversions have privileges.
The point is to undermine dignity, morality and normality in
order to discredit the personality and the society, and to create
a cult only towards the money.
In fact, the monetarism (materialism) itself is a sort of a
psychological distortion.
In the reality, the lack of balance leads to a change in the
Qualitative Detachments. When an empire gets perversion, it
becomes spiritually unstable. Without a stable spiritual (value)
core, each community begins its real regression.
The Monetarist ideology creates a cult towards greed and
towards other low and anti human passions. There is no justice,
no equality, not even humanity within the Democratorship.
These societies are full of real estates, that the rich peoples
visit only for about ten days a year, while at the same time,
under the bridges die a huge number of homeless peoples.
Here we see that only with one half of the food thrown away,
could be fed all that are starving, but no one does it.
Is this people’s rule? This is just an inhuman Monetarist
Democratorship.
It has already started to hinder the human development and
is about to crash, because the most people have started to
realize how antihuman and antinatural it is.
The Universe is not for acquisition, but for awareness!
Under Democratorships what is truly democratic is only
greed.
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The Democratic Propaganda
Undoubtedly, the democratic propaganda uses all known
means from the arsenal of the other types of governments.
From our point of view, its greatest contribution in this area is
the twistedness.
According to democrats, everything that is not in their heads
is undemocratic.
However, in Reality it is exactly the opposite. What is in the
heads of the people is democratic, and what is in the heads of
the governors is undemocratic.
Naturally, democrats realize this and do whatever they can in
order to flip things around in any way.
Thus, they attack their opponents energetically and discredit
and demonize them, and even fabricate all sort of evidence of
guilt and of undemocratic behavior.
They use various shiny definitions and conclusions in their
advantage.
Freedom, equality, brotherhood, humanity, patriotism,
common sense, prosperity, progress, etc. good words become
occupied democratic territory.
Democrats replace the essence of things with euphemisms
at their own expense. (For example those killed become
eliminated and neutralized, while wars are said to be
peacekeeping and peace safeguarding operations).
Hollow words and twisted meaning of the same is a
trademark of democrats.
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They use also various symbols in order to get to and to
entrap even the primary human nature.
Series, reality shows and sports’ emissions are not only the
background of their PR and propaganda. They constantly, by all
means, create virtual and real fears, risks and enemies, in order
for you not to realize them as such.....
Playing with words and the manipulative slogans abuse even
the time. (“The time is ours”)
Democrats constantly repeat to you, in all possible means,
their truth and drag you within their Democratorship.
It is impossible to tell you the truth, and the half truths they
will reveal only if absolutely necessary.
They fill your brains with fabrications and desinformations
about all sorts of issues.
They censure by mass impassion of selfcensure.
They even create their opposition in order to be able to
control it.
The democratic interpretations, associations and conclusions
are often illogical, inhuman and unnatural.
They speculate with your emotions and feelings, simplify
what is complex, enforce the weak links, and other inversions,
extrapolations and abstractions.
They create a cult for the “Democratic” sacrecy, in order to
oppress the society and to deprive you from your liberty.
Democrats use even your hatred and anger, in order to brain
wash and control you.
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They avoid the important answers and fabricate
camouflaged events, in order to distract your attention.
They plant within you various doubts, in order to escape from
the real problems.
They present and depict things with black and white
techniques (democratic / undemocratic), which are often taken
outside the context and have been extremely exaggerated in
order to benefit them.
They fabricate fake dilemmas, use “Independent sources”
and fill your heads with unreal numbers, tables and diagrams.
They use all techniques of rhetoric in order to cover up,
undermine and discredit the truth.
Democrats count on your ego and feed it up with promises,
compliments, rumors and gossips.
They use neurolinguistic and mind control techniques, in
order to impose you their truth.
Finally, they claim themselves to be one of you (people’s
guys).
Under Communism, a great part of the people realized the
aggressive propaganda. That is how the latter failed. The
slaves of Communism knew they were slaves.
Under Democracy, the major part of the people does not
even realize that they are subjects to propaganda. That is how it
evolves up to brain washing. The slaves of Democracy do not
realize they are such...
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The Democratic PR
The purpose of each PR is to create trust in something, to
make it stable and to make you its sustainer.
The good PR uses by all means your value system. The
democratic PR creates your value system...
Finally, what you get is the package Democracy, in which the
essence is missing... There is no people’s rule under
democracy!
The most effective approach of the democratic PR is the
informational overload with negative or irrelevant information.
You are constantly being ex-rayed by all sort of informational
variations and versions of the democratic matrix, which are
meant to form the sustainable camouflage packaging, so that
you cannot get to the missing contents.
When there is a break through the democratic wrapping, you
are facing even greater democrats to convince you that
everything is fine.
If the situation is really “stinky”, are presented well prepared
"third parties", which by the power of their expertise are to
smoothen at maximum the harsh nastiness that you need to
swallow...
Truly independent sides are not allowed at all. However, if by
chance some information from such gets through, they are
immediately undermined, discredited and demonized...
Absolutely everything that has been written or filmed in
relation to democrats is 100% PR!
Do not doubt that the politician has done something on
purpose or did not allow for it to happen in front of the media.
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There is not even a charity event that is not a PR production. If
it were real charity, the mases would no have known about it....
Democrats were careful about ensuring every democratic
thing... The rest is undemocratic and is called to be untrue,
insignificant and not serious...
Democrats have their science, their non-governmental
sector, industry, banks, media, institutions and so on.
If the democratic anathema (the thread) does not work, the
Democratic PR shall take you beyond nine mountains and will
bring you water from nine wells, just to shake your
undemocratic position...
The point is to demotivate you to act because of the
presented different and contrasting thesis. This is used very
often for media protection of the status quo. That is how you
are completely democratically enslaved, poisoned,
discriminated, disinformed and so on.
And when democrats start talking about objectivity, do not
you ever forget, that the object is you...

The Democratic Manipulation
Manipulating one’s mind means the imposing of ideas
(mental matrices).
Ideas could be harmful or useful to the people. To a great
extend, manipulation of the mind in adults, is similar to
education. Manipulators use the same techniques that you use
when educating your children. The problem is that they impose
to you ideas which are harmful to you, although they are
refined, flavored, colorful and wrapped as useful ones...
The philosophical point of view says that each thing is
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relative..., however, do not forget that even relativity itself is
relative to the Absolute.
The democratic manipulators try in all possible ways to
democratize you (matriceze you). At the end, from subjects you
should start feeling rulers, while they rule over you...
Which means, that without noticing, the ideas on good and
bad, normal and abnormal, should blur in your head completely.
Their place is to be taken by the democratic values.
If you rebel, you shall be accused of incapacity to appreciate
the majority’s values.
In fact, these are values of the ruling minority, which are
imposed on you so that it can dominate your value system.
Democratization does not only separate the people, but also
your spiritual identity.
If you fall in the trap of the democratization, soon you will
perceive sacrifice as stupidity, and the common good as
archaic. Heroism will no longer be deprivations and hardships,
but satisfactions and distortions. Your dreams should have
stupid consumer’s lines...
Welcome to the Democratic matrix. The market offers
everything to everyone of you... all you need to do is sell
yourself successfully, so that you have the money it takes.
In case, God forbids, you are religious, you should put extra
effort in forgetting and overcoming God’s commandments and
the moral values.
What life on the other side... what spiritual norms... here is
the real democracy with the global consumerism.
If your spiritual world has no material or monetarist
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characteristics, than you become fundamentalists, extremists,
radicalists, antidemocrats and so on.
While the religion could manipulate you with the “day of
judgment”, the democracy manipulates you with the wonderful
life...
In conclusion, let’s remind what is that the democrats do not
fear:
1. You shall have no other gods except Me.
2. You shall not make unto thee any graven image.
3. You shall not speak the name of the God in vain.
4. Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy.
5. Honour your father and your mother.
6. You shall not murder.
7. You shall not commit adultery.
8. You shall not steal.
9. You shall not bear false witness.
10. You shall not foreign-owned.

The Democratic Medias
John Swanton, from the New York Times, says in front of his
colleagues:
“Today in America there is no such thing as free press. You
know it and I know it.
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None of you has the courage to write his honest opinion, and
if you do it you know it will never be published.
I get paid each week so that I do not express my honest
opinion in the paper I work for. Other among you are in the
same position as I am, and everyone stupid enough to be
honest, shall soon be on the street looking for a new job.
What journalists do is demolish the truth, lie without shame,
twist the facts, blackmouth and spread rumors...and to sell his
country and race to get the salary.
You know it and I know it, and I do not understand these
cheers on the independent press?
We are only instruments and vassals of the rich ones behind
the curtains. We are the dolls and when they pull the string, we
dance.
The talents and abilities and the life we have, belong to other
people. We are just intellectual call-girl.”
During the Trilateral commission meeting, David Rockefeller
says:
“We are grateful to the Washington post, the New York
Times, the Time and to all other publishers, whose directors
have attended our meetings and have maintained their
promises to remain discrete for more than 40 years.
It would have been impossible to develop out plans about the
world, if we were exposed to the bright light of publicity during
all these years."
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Faith in Democracy
Many people around the world believe in democracy.
However, something does not become real only because
billions believe it is real.
At first, similar to the monotheistic religion, the democracy
was put in place through massacres.
Starting from the French revolution, going to the Military
tourism and reaching the Colorful revolutions, we can count
numerous victims of democracy.
Democracy has its own Inquisition called Fascism. The latter
comes to power completely democratically...
Democracy has its own World wars. It is democracy that
produced the consequent Cold War and the Hot Peace...
Democracy initiates and produces divisions and conflicts
within the societies and among peoples.
Even democrats themselves are a greedy ready to tear apart
each of its members.
Democracy proclaims human rights, while it organizes secret
prisons and holds and kills people...
Democracy demonizes the tirans, despots and dictators,
while it uses their complete know-how during its secret
operations...
Democracy brutally kills people all around the world without a
judge or a verdict.
Democracy counts 120 millions of victims of Communism.
However, no one even tries to count the victims of Democracy.
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Shortly, one should start with the victims of the democratic
hunger, the democratic illnesses, the democratic ecological
disasters, the democratic extreme industrialization, the
democratic conflicts, the democratic wars and then to get to the
victims of the democratic terrorism.
Democracy propagates the Open Society, while its elite is a
Closed Club...
Democracy is the most corrupt system of rule...
Democracy is a power mechanism for one mandate use...
Democracy wants to globalize and monetarize the entire
world.
We could continue, but what has been said so far shall be
enough to make all normal people democratic atheists.
One should be extremely brain washed to continue believing
that people’s rule exists.

The most slave Mental Matrix
The system Power-Subjects itself is in reality a Mental
Matrix. There is no such technology, nor weapon nor anything
else that allows a couple of hundred real world rulers (the ultra
rich) to control billions of subjects...
The foundation of the regime itself is the inherited mental
matrix that the people is subjected to the rule.
It dates back to the times of the Kings-priests, who claimed
to be God’s representatives.
Later the power separated into religious and state ones, in
order to maintain stable the fraud, according to the newly
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acquired state of mind and self consciousness of the people.
After that, gradually occurred different forms of rule until the
parliamentary monarchies were born.
Later on, came up the republic with presidential or
parliamentary government.
The power separated to executive, legislative and juridical...
Gradually the move was towards the balance of the three
powers.
And all of this has always been done in order to guarantee
the sustainability of the power under the new conditions of
irreversible, progressive development and self consciousness.
Each new reforming power steps in throwing away the old
one, but still to rule over the people.
Practically there are no democratic facts... everything in
history is only democratic interpretations...

Development and Virtualization
(see Appendix)

The Global Democracy
After analyzing the complexity of the globalization processes
it becomes clear, that the globalization (as it exists today)
depicts two main and conflicting tendencies.
The first global tendency is the increasing consolidation of
the monetarism (Transnational capital) and the deprivation of
reality from the people.
The second tendency is the increasing crumbling, piecing
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and washing off of the family, the tribe, the people, the nation
and the state.
The greatest democrats, on the other hand, turn out to be
the richest and the most armed of all. 1% extreme democrats
control the riches of the world, and even less than that posses
the actual power.
Looking purely from the mathematical point of view, the
contemporary democracy can be defined as 1% democratic
solution...
If you are to ask the subjects, they will respond that the
concentration of democracy in Democratorship is less than 1%.

Conclusion
Power is no exception from the Universe. It also gets
virtualized within its evolution.
There is no doubt that virtualization occurs from the Law of
the jungle to the Global society.
Nowadays, people are mainly controlled through Mental
Matrices, not through force.
We hope that you have realized the essence of the PowerSubjects system and its role for the human evolution.
Within such a socio-cultural system neither Communism nor
Democracy are possible.
Those who claim to be Communists or Democrats are just
the rulers or the future ones...
The Reality is dualistic. Everyone chooses whether to
dedicate himself to ideals or to live for the accumulation of
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materials.
Our vision is that the sense of life is the Development of the
Mind, while the Universe is not a material to be acquired, but an
instrument of consciousness!
The progressive development, as we see it, is a unity of the
variety, not a variety of the unity.
The material development is taking from the world more for
yourself...
The spiritual development is giving to the world more from
yourself...
However, if someone is giving you something forcing you, he
will surely take away your freedom.
Power and Freedom are antipodes. When someone in power
talks to you about freedom, he just tries to brainwash you.
People have always struggled for the freedom and have
loathed the elite, the power and the state.
The Global Monetarism has brought us to the point that we
seek salvation from the monetary slavery in the state, as it is
the guardian of our lost freedom.
But, brothers and sisters, the states have turned into
colonies of the Global Monetarism.
Nowadays, the Global Monetarism, soaks us, in all possible
ways, into its virtual unreality through the Digital Reality.
However, as always (sooner or later), there shall be a crash
with the Development of the Reality. That is how empires
regularly died out...
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While barbarians, as history has proven, are ever lasting!
Human evolution is a series of Socio-Cultural Pulsations
(spiritual-material, socio-personal), representing in their
essence Entropy-Gravitational cycles.
Societies pulse, as everything else in the Universe, including
the Universe itself. The West today’s preaches freedom, while
monetarily enslaves you. For the West, the truth is hate talk,
while justice - populism... This is the real Post-Truth...
Hunger exists not because the globe is not able to feed the
poor, but because it cannot feed the rich....
The West is failing because of its failing and distorsed
monetarist paradigm...
The consumer’s society is food for the global greed....
The geo-political maps are maps of the global slavery....
Rousseau says - “The foreigner, whether a king, a person or
a nation, who steals, kills and holds foreign subjects, without
declaring a war to the rule, is not an enemy, but a criminal”.
All victims of the democrats around the world are innocent...
Have you ever seen that the military tourism is accompanied by
a juridical one?
People cannot actually change the Truth. However, the Truth
can actually change the people.
Within Democracy the person is the measure for
everything..., while within the Reality the human is measured
within the dimensions...
The Democracy is a market, not a temple...
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The Democracy creates a cult towards the market..., while
negotiation is the skill to buy on a lower price and sell on a
higher one.
I.e., this is the art of fraud both those from whom you buy
and to those you sell...
Within the market societies, the inequality is the norm. It is
their foundations... The “all reserved” age is passing away and
we are moving towards the “open source” one...
The world shall not be a commune..., neither shall it be a
market...
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Appendix

Virtual Unreality
In the first book (Mental Matrixes http://sfera.zonebg.com/
knigi.htm) we introduced the Reality Motor Spectrum (RMS) in
addition to the Reality Informational Spectrum (RIS), thus
achieving the balance of Energy-Information Exchange (EIE)
within the Mind-Reality system (M-R).
The complex RMS-RIS forms the Energy-Informational
Interface (EII) of the Mind-Reality System (M-R).
The mind, which evolves within the social context, walks the
path of human development in an accelerated way and thus
gets-to-know better the reality and realizes himself better within
it. Along with his evolution, the human makes more complex
pro-sensorial and pro-motorial devises, thanks to which he
manages to enter more and more the micro-cosm and macrocosm and thus the feedback in the M-R system become
gradually less direct.
Inevitably, during this process of development of the mind,
are created some Open Feedback (OF). The latter get closed
by the mind through the formation of virtual mental matrixes on
the FAITH level.
The mental interpolation is dominant for the Sensory
Formation of Ideas (SFI), while during the Abstract Formation of
Ideas (AFI) dominant is the mental extrapolation.
The mind strives to maintain its sustainable development by
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balancing the getting-to-know and the becoming-conscious
through Abstract Sensory Cycles (ASC) and Sensory Abstract
Cycles (SAC), and still there comes a time during development,
in which the number of the open feedback within the M-R
system increases. This leads to a cascade creation of virtual
mental matrixes on FAITH level.
In case no timely balancing of ASC and SAC of the virtual
mental matrixes occurs, they could form autonomous virtual
systems on the FAITH level.
If the formulated virtual matrixes are realistic, there is no risk
for the future progressive development of the mind, however if
the virtual mental matrixes are not realistic, what occurs is
deadlock and regress.
The mind can break free from this limited state only by
becoming-conscious of the unrealistic mental matrices.
This is not easy at all, which often brings to stalling of the
mind within certain qualitative levels of the reality.
Sometimes it takes hundreds and even thousands of years,
so that the mind can become conscious of its virtual limitation
and to overcome it.
Under such conditions the human mind develops
unsustainably (unrealistically) within its own Virtual Unreality,
which can be confirmed through ASC and SAC cycles, through
the EII of the M-R system.
This basically means that the Reality Feedback (RF), within
the M-R systems, remains open for a long time, while some
virtual balance within the development is achieved through
Virtual Feedback (VF). The later, however, represent new virtual
mental matrixes. This chain-like formation of virtual mental
matrixes can last for an undefined period of time in the FAITH
level.
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The longer lasts the virtual balancing, the more VFs shall be
present and they shall become more autonomous thus
increasing the risk that the mind disattaches from the Reality...
Before we continue with the analysis of the M-R system, it is
necessary that we introduce definitions of Reality and Virtuality.
Reality is everything that exists within the Time-Space.
The Virtuality is that part of the Reality, which is the fruit of
the realization of the Mind.
Here, it is necessary to introduce definitions of Energy and
Information.
Energy is each difference within the Time-Space in relation
to the Time-Space it self (see publication “New Quantum
model” http://research.zonebg.com/en/books.htm).
Information is each difference that the Mind can become
conscious of.
On this basis we can clearly define RF and VF.
RF - the Real Feedback is each reverse connection within
the Mind-Reality system, which has been realized by the RMS RIS complex (Energy Informational Interface - EII).
VF - the Virtual Feedback is each reverse connection of the
Mind.
Here we should point out that what we mean is not only the
individual mind of one person, but also the human mind.
Undoubtedly, VF also uses the RMS - RIS complex, however
in the second case it is used only as a carrier (means of
expression) of the human ideas.
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In light of everything said, we can define as VF each and
every transmission of notions among the people since ancient
times.
At this point the fans of the “Virtual Reality” and of Internet
are probably fiercely going to argue with us, but Virtuality within
an ancient wall painting can exceed the one which stands
behind some simple form of 3D digital environment. The latter,
as well as the historical rock, are only carriers of the virtuality of
the human mind... I.e. they are means of expression of the
human virtuality (Mental Matrixes).
Without a doubt, the virtuality of the rock is too simple
compared to the virtuality of the contemporary carriers, however
in their essence both the rock and the digital environment are
solely carriers of the human virtuality.
Following this logic, shortly the Virtual Unreality of our
contemporary ideas, despite their capacity to travel immediately
across time and space, shall become as obvious as it is to us
the Virtual Unreality of the rock drawing of ancient gods.
Finally, the time has come to clarify that all carriers (means
of expression) of the human ideas carry both the Virtual Reality
and the Virtual Unreality of the human mind.
During the process of development of the mind, the carriers
of the ideas have also evolved. That is how the stone carriers
gradually turned into the contemporary digital systems and
network environments.
As the virtual carriers evolve, we see an increasing
virtualization and thus a decreasing use of the EII. We observe
a gradual decrease in the use of the EII’s resources to
exchange a greater amount of information.
Today, almost every cell phone has a greater virtual potential
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than the first computers (which use to take few rooms). On the
other hand, they use to have an impressively greater potential
compared to the largest book, where the latter was
incomparable with the one of the rock drawings.
However, all these virtual carriers would have been
completely useless if there were not the human virtuality. The
latter is an essential trait of the human mind, which came up
with the appearance of the Homo sapiens.
The Mental Matrixes (Virtuality) are defined as Virtual Reality
or as Virtual Unreality only by confronting them with the Current
Reality through the EII. The Mental Matrixes that correspond to
the Current Reality, form the Virtual Reality, while the Mental
Matrixes which do not correspond to the Current Reality are the
Virtual Unreality of the Mind.
There is a relativity of the human virtuality (Virtual Reality /
Virtual Unreality) according to the current level of development
of the human society (the Current Reality).
Along the process of development of the mind, the evolution
of the notions often precedes the one of the pro-motor and prosensorial apparatus. Sometimes certain genial notions precede
the technical development of the society with hundreds and
even thousands of years.
At the moment of their formation, these ideas were defined
by the society as unknown or unrealizable (Virtual Unreality).
At the first moment these ideas are perceived as fantasy,
however, in the future, with the development of the pro-motor
and pro-sensorial apparatuses, they become comprehensible
and realizable.
Thus flying with choppers, airplanes and rockets at first
(during the formation of these ideas), was perceived as
unrealistic (Virtual Unreality), but nowadays these technologies
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are a completely realistic part of life of the human society.
Other ideas, such as the one about immortality, the
everlasting engine and the time machine, although dating back
in ancient time, remain a Virtual Unreality up to now.
On one hand, the Virtuality is unlimited from the Current
Reality both in relation to the limitation, as well as in relation to
the differentiation from the latter. I.e. the Virtual Unreality could
be both more limited by the Current Reality, as well as less
limited by it.
On the other hand, the Virtuality is hardly entirely separable
from the Current Reality. Even the ideas of the geniuses and
the fantasy writers are limited to some extent by the reality in
which they exist.
Out Current Reality is often times limited by our Virtuality.
Many times I have realized that my worries have been
unrealistic, but still that Virtual Unreality has determined my
behavior.
The majority of the humankind daily sees how their dreams
fall apart within the Current Reality, but someones manage to
realize their fantasies and turn them into Reality.
Evolving, the humankind invents and perfects numerous prosensorial and pro-motor apparatuses, thus changing the
Current Reality and realizing himself within it as a mind.
If the ideas are realistic, the humankind rapidly and smoothly
masters the respective Qualitative Levels from the Reality.
However, if one tries to impose on the reality unrealistic ideas,
what occurs is stalling and a regress, which sooner or later,
crumble into the Reality Matrix or become absorbed by the
development of the reality.
Thanks to his Virtuality, the human develops within the
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Current Reality.
The evolution of the human mind is a series of numerous
progresses, stagnations and regresses, but we believe that
overall the development has been sustainable until now. I.e. the
Current Reality is a good basis for the future sustainable
development of the human mind within the Reality.
Whether these ideas of ours represent Virtual Reality or a
Virtual Unreality shall be demonstrated by the development of
the Reality.
Describing our ideas and exposing them in front of you,
represents our realization and evolution within the Current
Reality.
After all, without the Reality realization (through the EII), the
Mental Matrixes, no matter how realistic they are, shall remain
only a Virtual Unreality.
We confess that a more abstract thinking is necessary in
order to become conscious of the relativity and the dynamics of
the Virtual Reality and the Virtual Unreality within the MindReality system.
It is important that all become conscious that in the
contemporary digital carriers and the informational networks
(just like the rock drawings), are to be found both the Virtual
Reality and the Virtual Unreality of the Human Mind.
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Entropy - Gravity Cycles of the Human Development
With the evolution, the Universe become more and more
virtual (see publications on http://research.zonebg.com/)
This is a global process, during which the energy gradually
gets transformed into information, and the mind gets liberated
from the limits.
Being on the Energy-Informational Level of the human mind,
we defined the Mind as the thing that is behind the mental
processes.
The latter get grouped in a Sensorial - Abstract and AbstractSensorial Cycles (see book Mental Matrices http://
sfera.zonebg.com/knigi.htm).
Thanks to the abstraction, the human being overcomes his
own limitations, while sensibility keeps us tightly connected to
the Reality and does not allow us to detach into a completely
unrealistic development (Virtual Unreality).
This cyclic process in the development of the mind is caused
by the dualistic nature of the Universe. Which, on the other
hand, is determined by the two fundamental forces.
Basically, ASC and SAC cycles are Energy-Informational
Transformations.
The Mind stays behind the Energy-Informational Processes.
It evolved from lower mental forms until it gradually reached the
level of the human mind.
Evolving within the Universe, the mind gets liberated from
the limitation. That is how the human gets to know better and
becomes more conscious of the Universe and thus he realizes
within it as a more developed mind.
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During the progressive development, the mind (in all of its
forms) frees itself from the limits of the Reality Matrix by
forming a superior Quality (Energy-Informational) Levels.
When there is stagnation in the development, the mind gets
encapsulated by the limits of the Reality Matrix and gets
blocked on the Energy-Informational Level reached.
When there is regressive development of the mind, what
occurs is a return (crash) towards the lower mental forms and
the lower E-I levels.
On the universal (global level), through the EnergyInformational Processes, the mind evolves from the Energy (the
lower) towards the Informational (the higher) Quality (E-I)
Levels.
From the global point of view, the entire EnergyInformational Development of everything within the Reality is a
complex of Gravity-Entropy (G-E) and Entropy-Gravity (E-G)
cycles.
These global cycles are the result from the fundamental E-G
dynamics (dualism) of the Reality.
The absolute Gravity strives to protect (preserve) each
Qualitative Detachment, while the Absolute Entropy strives to
develop (change) each Qualitative Detachment within the
Reality.
Starting from the energy quantum and arriving to the human,
all Qualitative Detachments in the Reality evolve through G-E /
E-G cycles.
The G-E / E-G cycles, in their nature, are Energy Informational pulsations of every Qualitative Detachment of the
Reality.
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The Universe itself, as a whole (union of QD), is also
subjected to E-I pulsations, because of the global action of the
fundamental forces.
When the G-E / E-G cycles are relatively balanced, there is a
sustainable Energy-Informational development, during which
the Qualitative Detachment evolves progressively towards
higher E-I levels.
When the G-E / E-G cycles are disbalanced, the EnergyInformational development becomes unstable and thus the
Qualitative Detachment develops regressively, towards lower EI levels.
In other words, it is Entropy that develop us, but also kills us
if we encapsulate within the limitations, while the Gravitation
preserves us, but also makes us collapse if we do not develop
within the Reality.
What is important to realize is that Preservation and
Evolution are fundamental processes for all Qualitative
Detachments in the Reality, and are a consequence of the
global E-G dynamics.
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Development and Virtualization
Above we introduced definitions of Energy and Information.
On this basis we clarified the Real and the Virtual Feedbacks
(reverse connections) in the Mind-Reality system.
We also analyzed the virtuality of the human mind and its
role for both liberation from the limitations and encapsulation
within it.
Following this trait of thought, we shall ask ourselves
whether only the human mind is capable of producing and
realizing information?
If we manage to ignore our own limitation, we shall become
conscious that the information is not a product only of the
human mind, but it is a fundamental result of the development
of the Reality.
Concentrating on the Energy-Informational (Qualitative)
Levels we will see that the lower the E-I level is, the simpler the
Energy-Informational structure (Qualitative Detachments) are
contained within it, and the higher it is - the more complex are
its E-I structures.
The evolution of the Energy-Informational Levels correspond
to the evolution of the Energy Spectrum and the Informational
Spectrum of the Reality.
The Energy Spectrum represents a complex of all the
possible energy potentials of the Qualitative Detachments.
Energy potential is the capacity of one Qualitative
Detachment to transform a certain quantity of energy within the
time-space.
The Informational Spectrum is a complex of all possible
informational potentials of the Qualitative Detachments.
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Informational Potential is the capacity of one Qualitative
Detachment to transform a certain quantity of information within
the time-space.
On the (lowest) energetic level there are Qualitative
Detachments (QD) with a maximum Energetic Spectrum, but
with a minimal Informational Potential, while on the (higher)
level - the human mind, there is a QD with maximum
Informational Spectrum, but minimal Energetic Potential.
In other words, on low (energetic) level there are structures
with small Informational Potential, which can exist in a large
range within the Energy Spectrum, while on the high
(informational) level, there are structures with large
Informational Potential, which can exist in a small range within
the Energy Spectrum.
The development of the Reality is such that the Energy (the
difference) gradually transforms into Information (difference
within the difference), but this happens only at the cost of an
increasing limitation of the Energy Spectrum and the Energy
Potential of the resulting Qualitative Detachment on each
superior E-I level.
As Reality evolves, the E-I level called “human mind” has
reached a huge Informational Potential, but can exist only within
a very small range of the Energy Spectrum (body temperature
30 up to 40 degrees C°).
If we manage to disattach ourselves from our homocentrism,
we could also be able to successfully search for other forms of
mind on the lower E-I levels from humanity as well.
Considering that it is the mind that stays behind the Mental
Matrixes and these latter are the informational structures
caused by the mind, we can easily identify the presence of mind
and its development in the further inferior than ours E-I level.
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I.e., visible to our mind, but independent from us,
complicated informational structures and processes, originate
and exist on E-I levels much inferior to the ours.
Following this thought, we can accept that the mind is
fundamentally embedded in the Reality Matrix and has
gradually evolved to our E-I level.
Thus, thanks to the development of the Reality, the human
being has reached a huge Informational Potential and high
virtuality, which allow him to overcome his limitations, to enter
further in the micro-cosm and macro-cosm (beyond the area of
the own existence), to produce and become conscious of
enormous volumes of information and to realize himself as a
mind.
Basis of the development of the Reality is the EnergyInformational Transformations law.
This Universal Law states that a certain Qualitative
Detachment (E-I structure), the Energy and Information
Spectrums, and the Energy and Informational Potentials, shall
be inversely proportional.
The E-I structures with large Informational Potential have a
small Energetic Spectrum and vice versa - the E-I structures
with large Energy Potential have a small Informational
Spectrum.
In addition, the Qualitative Detachments with large Energy
Potential have a small Informational Potential and vice versa.
We should point out that the main criteria for the balancing of
the E-I (hierarchisation of the levels) of the Qualitative
Detachments in the Reality, are the formation and the breaking
of the Laws for Preservation.
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In other words, on the same E-I level are valid certain Laws
of Preservation. The change in these laws indicates a transition
towards another E-I level.
When there is (new formation) an increase of the
preservation laws, the development of the Qualitative
Detachment is directed up, towards a superior (more
informational) E-I level, while when there is a decrease
(breaking) of the preservation laws, the development of the QD
is directed down, towards an inferior (more energy) E-I level.
What is fundamental for the conservation of the Qualitative
Detachment are the preservation and the E-I balance, while for
the development of the QD essential are the differences and
the E-I transformations.
A fundamental mistake made by some sciences (physics for
example), is to ignore the development of the Real Matrix.
Within the Reality there are no absolutely closed systems!
Despite this, all physics laws for preservation begin with the
“in a closed system”...., which makes them unrealistic as per
definition.
Reality itself is an open vitalizing E-I system.
We hope that it has become clear, that the EnergyInformational Development of the Real Matrix is fundamentally
embedded, while on our E-I level (the human mind) it has
reached a huge Informational Potential and a high level of
Virtualization.
However, basically these ideas of ours are also a
Virtualization of the Reality...
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